Open and Collaborative Work Spaces
Demand Robust Infrastructure
Ever-evolving work spaces require an infrastructure that enables on-the-go connectivity, employee
accessibility, and individual control of the environment to improve employee productivity. Office workers
today may split their time between home and the office, and when in the office, they may share work areas
with others rather than having a personal, dedicated space.
Smart building systems make it possible for workers to locate a workspace via an app on their phone, or
to register where they are working for the day via a scanner that reads their badge. At the same time, these
systems communicate with the building automation system and lights to set the temperature and lighting
to the exact levels the worker has said they prefer. Moving around the building? Connectivity is always on
thanks to wireless access points and in-building wireless systems.
You can count on Panduit copper cabling systems to deliver data and Power over Ethernet to all of these
systems, with simple installation, standards compliance, maximum density, and proven reliability to support
collaboration and productivity in your building.
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Part Number

Part Description

Horizontal Cable
PUP6AHD04BU-G

Category 6A Vari-MaTriX High Density U/UTP copper cable, plenum, 4-pair, Blue.

Jack Modules and Modular Plugs
FC-ICCP1MBU

TX6A™ Category 6A UTP FieldCord™ Connector for field termination of 4-pair UTP
cable to connect devices with confined port spaces.

FP6X88MTG

TX6A™ Category 6A Field Term Plug for field termination of 4-pair UTP cable.
Compatible with Category 6A, Category 6, and Category 5e systems.

FPUD6X88MTG

TX6A™ Category 6A Field Term Plug with up-down angled wire cap for field
termination of 4-pair UTP cable. Compatible with Category 6A, Category 6, and
Category 5e systems.

CJ6X88TGBU

Category 6A, RJ45, 8-position, 8-wire universal jack module with MaTriX technology,
Blue. Supports high-bandwidth applications and is ideal for running next generation
Power over Ethernet (PoE++). UL Rated: UL 1863 and UL 2043.

CJUDCAPBU-C

Category 6A 45° angled up/down TG wire cap provides improved cable routing to
jacks in confined spaces; 100 pk.

Patch Cords
UTP28X3BU

Category 6A performance, 28 AWG, UTP patch cord, CM/LSZH, 3 ft., Blue.

Faceplates
CFPE2IWY

Mini-Com® Executive Series Faceplate, two ports, single-gang, with label and label
cover, Off White.

CFFPL2BL

Mini-Com® Modular Furniture Faceplate for standard office furniture openings, two
ports; with label and label cover, Black.

CBX2WH-AY

Mini-Com® Surface Mount Box. Two ports, elongated size includes fiber spool;
supplied with built-in removable blank, mounting screws, adhesive backing and
cable tie, White.

Above Floor Raceway
AFR4BCBL6

Above floor raceway base and cover, 6 ft., Black. Compatible with a wide range of
fittings, couplers, and junction boxes.

AFR4TBLGBL

Above floor raceway table leg fitting to route cable to a desktop or
table top, Black.

Zone Architecture
PZICEA

PanZone® Active In-Ceiling Enclosure with hinged door gas-assist air cylinders;
accepts up to 6 RU of standard 19" patch panels, includes mounting brackets and
integrated horizontal slack manager, AC power provisions, fan assembly, air dam, and
electrical junction box.

CPB24BL

Consolidation Point Enclosure for raised floor, in-ceiling, or wall mount; accepts 19"
Mini-Com®, NetKey®, QuickNet™, and fiber Patch Panels, 1 RU.

CPB48BL

Consolidation Point Enclosure for raised floor, in-ceiling, or wall mount; accepts 19"
Mini-Com®, NetKey®, QuickNet™, and Fiber Patch Panels, 2 RU.

Physical Security
SKRJ45RD-X

SmartKeeper RJ45 blockout device, Red.

SKUSBA-V

SmartKeeper USB Type A blockout device, Red.

SKMKEY

SmartKeeper Master Key for use with SmartKeeper blockout devices.

See www.panduit.com for additional colors, sizes, cable jackets, and performance offerings.
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